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The inference challenge

High-dimensional measurements x
are linked to parameters θ
with likelihood L (θ ) = p (x | θ)
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ℒEFT = ℒSM +
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The likelihood (1)
2. The Standard Model
• The full likelihood can be factorized:
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The likelihood (2)
2. The Standard Model
• The full likelihood can be factorized:
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Fig. 1

Pictorial representation of a tt̄h event
produced
an event generator. The hard interaction (big
JHEPas0902
(2009)by
007
red blob) is followed by the decay of both top quarks and the Higgs boson (small red blobs). Additional
hard QCD radiation is produced (red) and a secondary interaction takes place (purple blob) before
the final-state partons hadronise (light green blobs) and hadrons decay (dark green blobs). Photon
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The likelihood (3)
2. The Standard Model
• The full likelihood can be factorized:
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The likelihood (4)
2. The Standard Model
• The full likelihood can be factorized:
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Methods in practice

• Generally not possible to use the full likelihood function L (θ ) = p (x | θ)

‣ Summary statistics are commonly used, at the cost of information loss
‣ Matrix element method approximates part of the integral
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• Alternative methods are used, but have drawbacks:
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New opportunities

• In particle physics, more can be done
‣ Joint likelihood ratio can be calculated: r (x, z | θ, θ0) =

Learning r ̂ from samples (x, z, θ )

p (z | θ)

p (z | θ0)

- Depends on reconstructed objects x and parton-level kinematics z

log r ̂ (x | θ)

‣ Also possible to take derivatives wrt. parameters: t (x, z | θ) = ∇θ log p (x, z | θ)
• A neural network can learn an estimator for the likelihood ratio r ̂ (x | θ)
• “Mining Gold”:
‣ Extract more information from simulator: x, r (x, z | θ), t (x, z | θ)

x
θ

Figure 7: Illustration of some key concepts with a one-dimensional Gaussian toy example. Lef
statistical model log r(x|✓, ✓1 ) that we are trying to estimate. Right: available information a

More details: Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.5, 052004
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General approach (1)
1) Simulate events (x, z, θ )

Parameters θ

Observables x
Simulator

z

Augmented data
r (x, z | θ), t (x, z | θ)
“Mining gold”
9

General approach (2)
1) Simulate events (x, z, θ )

2) Learn the likelihood ratio

Parameters θ

Observables x
Simulator

z

Likelihood ratio
Augmented data
r (x, z | θ), t (x, z | θ)

r ̂ (x | θ)

“Mining gold”
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General approach (3)
1) Simulate events (x, z, θ )

2) Learn the likelihood ratio

Parameters θ

3) Do inference

θ2

Observables x
Simulator

z

Likelihood ratio
Augmented data
r (x, z | θ), t (x, z | θ)

r ̂ (x | θ)

θ1

“Mining gold”
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The MadMiner package
• MadMiner implements this workflow in a ready-to-use python package
‣ Standalone solution for phenomenological analyses
‣ Modular structure, can replace elements for LHC-style analyses etc.
‣ Code is on github: diana-hep/madminer

• Get started!
‣ pip install madminer

notebooks
with examples

‣ Tutorials: notebooks with example implementations
‣ Documentation: readthedocs, arXiv:1907.10621

• Future plans:
‣ Integrate within frameworks for LHC experiment use
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MadMiner structure (1)
1) Event generation

External tools

MadMiner
class

Physics info about processes

MadMiner

MadGraph5*

Parameterizes dependence
on θ with event weights

Pythia

Files

Parton-level
events (.lhe)

Hadron-level
events (.hepmc))
*

formally MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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External tools

MadMiner
class

MadMiner structure (2)
1) Event generation

2) Observables

Physics info about processes

Observables & cuts

MadMiner

DelphesReader
LHEReader

MadGraph5*
Delphes

Modular structure, could in
principle replace by GEANT4

Pythia

Files

Parton-level
events (.lhe)
Detector-level
Events (.root)
Hadron-level
events (.hepmc))
*

formally MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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External tools

MadMiner
class

MadMiner structure (3)
1) Event generation

2) Observables

3) Sampling

Physics info about processes

Observables & cuts

Configuration

MadMiner

DelphesReader
LHEReader

SampleAugmenter

MadGraph5*
Delphes
Pythia

Files

Parton-level
events (.lhe)
Detector-level
Events (.root)

Training data

Unweighted events for
various settings of θ

Hadron-level
events (.hepmc))
*

formally MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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External tools

MadMiner
class

MadMiner structure (4)
1) Event generation

2) Observables

3) Sampling

4) Machine learning

Physics info about processes

Observables & cuts

Configuration

Configuration

MadMiner

DelphesReader
LHEReader

SampleAugmenter

LikelihoodEstimator
RatioEstimator
ScoreEstimator
Ensemble

MadGraph5*
Delphes
Pythia

Files

Parton-level
events (.lhe)
Detector-level
Events (.root)

Training data

Trained model

r ̂ (x | θ )

Can also use for
histogram-based
analysis

Hadron-level
events (.hepmc))
*

formally MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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External tools

MadMiner
class

MadMiner structure (5)
1) Event generation

2) Observables

3) Sampling

4) Machine learning

5) Inference

Physics info about processes

Observables & cuts

Configuration

Configuration

Observed events

MadMiner

DelphesReader
LHEReader

SampleAugmenter

LikelihoodEstimator
RatioEstimator
ScoreEstimator
Ensemble

AsymptoticLimits

MadGraph5*
Delphes

more planned…

Pythia

Files

Parton-level
events (.lhe)
Detector-level
Events (.root)

Training data

Trained model

r ̂ (x | θ )

Hadron-level
events (.hepmc))
*

formally MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
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Example application: VBF (1)
• Example: VBF production
‣ Sensitive to two coefficients fW, fW W
q
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Feynman diagram for Higgs production in weak boson fusion in the 4` mode. The red
w the Higgs-gauge
interactions
aﬀected by the dimension-six operators of our analysis.
‣ Varying
coefficients:

both the production of the Higgs boson in weak boson fusion as well as its decay
eptons are highly sensitive to the eﬀects of new physics in the Higgs-gauge sector. We
ze these with dimension-six operators in the SMEFT, following the conventions of the
shihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld basis [16]. For simplicity, we limit our analysis to the two
y relevant operators
L = LSM +

fW ig
a
(Dµ )† a D⌫ Wµ⌫
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}
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(
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a
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ience, we rescale the Wilson coeﬃcients to the dimensionless parameters of interest
✓
◆T
fW v 2
fW W v 2
✓=
,
(10)
⇤2
⇤2
More details: Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.11, 111801, Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.5, 052004
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Example application: VBF (2)
• Example: VBF production

9 Learning

‣ Sensitive to two coefficients fW, fW W
q

likelihood ratio as function of 42 features:
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Feynman diagram for Higgs production in weak boson fusion in the 4` mode. The red
w the Higgs-gauge
interactions
aﬀected by the dimension-six operators of our analysis.
‣ Varying
coefficients:

both the production of the Higgs boson in weak boson fusion as well as its decay
eptons are highly sensitive to the eﬀects of new physics in the Higgs-gauge sector. We
ze these with dimension-six operators in the SMEFT, following the conventions of the
shihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld basis [16]. For simplicity, we limit our analysis to the two
y relevant operators
L = LSM +

fW ig
a
(Dµ )† a D⌫ Wµ⌫
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}
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Optimal limits derived
technique

ience, we rescale the Wilson coeﬃcients to the dimensionless parameters of interest
with new
✓
◆T
2
2
fW v
fW W v
✓=
,
(10)
⇤2
⇤2
More details: Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.11, 111801, Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.5, 052004
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Example application: VBF (3)
• Example: VBF production

9 Learning

‣ Sensitive to two coefficients fW, fW W
q

likelihood ratio as function of 42 features:
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Feynman diagram for Higgs production in weak boson fusion in the 4` mode. The red
w the Higgs-gauge
interactions
aﬀected by the dimension-six operators of our analysis.
‣ Varying
coefficients:

both the production of the Higgs boson in weak boson fusion as well as its decay
eptons are highly sensitive to the eﬀects of new physics in the Higgs-gauge sector. We
ze these with dimension-six operators in the SMEFT, following the conventions of the
shihara-Szalapski-Zeppenfeld basis [16]. For simplicity, we limit our analysis to the two
y relevant operators
L = LSM +
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More details: Phys.Rev.Lett. 121 (2018) no.11, 111801, Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.5, 052004

Extending physics reach
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Systematic uncertainties
• Example: Wilson coefficients with ttH
‣ Using t t̄ H(γ γ) process to measure three parameters: cuG, cu, cG

Expected 68% CL limits

‣ Systematic uncertainties used: PDF and scale variations (μR, μF)
• Neural network learns dependence of r ̂ (x | θ) on systematic variations

Parameters of interest &
nuisance parameters: cuG, μR, …

48 observables:
pT,γγ, ηγ, ETmiss, …

More details: arXiv:1907.10621, parameterized ML: arXiV:1601.07913

r ̂ (x | θ)
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Summary
• Inference with traditional methods does not scale well to measuring many parameters at once

• A new family of methods was developed to address this challenge

r ̂ (x | θ)

‣ Combining machine learning techniques with matrix element information
‣ Provides likelihood ratio r ̂ (x | θ) for inference
‣ Can define locally optimal observables
‣ Promising performance, especially for multi-parameter measurements (EFT etc.)

θ2

‣ Methods applicable beyond HEP (strong lensing example: arXiv:1909.02005)

• MadMiner is a python package automating the workflow with these new techniques
‣ Implements full chain for phenomenological study

θ1

‣ Future plans: integrate within frameworks for LHC experiment use
‣ pip install madminer
22

Backup
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Scaling with training sample size

new techniques
are sample size
efficient

baseline: 2d histogram

More details: Phys.Rev. D98 (2018) no.5, 052004
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ttH example
• 1.5M signal events, 1M background, 10M unweighted events for training
‣ Including background contributions from t t̄ + γ γ
• Three-layer fully-connected NN with 100 nodes per layer

More details: arXiv:1907.10621
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